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The Allegory of a Lion raised as a Sheep
by jas Friday, Jul 29 2016, 12:54am
international / prose / post

When I was a child, I watched a Disney cartoon about a Lion that was raised as a sheep,
it made an impression on me, though I was too young to appreciate its implications, i.e.
to unravel the now obvious allegory. Indeed, fairy tales have hidden meanings as many
writers have explained and what better way to reach/teach the population than by
disguising the message in a fairy tale. Certain interests that censor information and
manage society are usually indifferent to this genre.

Today as an adult the allegory is obvious. The Lionic masses have be neutered by socialisation, a
process of culturalisation, to the end that this huge force today is too frightened to speak its mind
and assert its rights and declare their governments as thoroughly corrupt and CRIMINAL.

In today’s context of criminal corrupt government, conspiracy theories and terrorism (two
intentionally created categories) people are disinclined to be branded radical or nuts by speaking
the obvious truth; little wonder, as jobs and reputations are at stake. However, the social plague of
passivity is so entrenched that obvious criminals in the apparatuses of State are allowed to commit
crimes with impunity and devastate our world -- this situation MUST end as vested minority interests
are engaged in planning a world war to save their collapsed global economy, which is only twitching
on the slab due to QE, ‘Quantitative Easing,’ which is a euphemism these interests use to describe
printing worthless paper money from thin air, which is a far cry from PRODUCTION the force that
ensures that economies thrive.

So instead of focusing on production, these interests, which are now constrained by their own
machinations, are ready to plunge the world into a nuclear catastrophe, which these obvious
psychopaths imagine they would survive, and to hell with the billions of INNOCENT people that
would be killed.

However, as the video below highlights, in times of crisis our true identity is roused and we awaken
to our overwhelming power, which we utilise to free ourselves from the psychological shackles that
social and cultural forces have bound us with -- it is almost unnecessary to describe the primary
method used by minority interests to enslave us, as one word is sufficient, LIES!

Taking back our currently enslaved lives, asserting our inalienable rights and freedoms and
restoring our societies is a matter of realising who we are and the power we jointly possess,
remember we are only dealing with a tiny minority class of psychopaths and brazen criminals.

Without spoiling this lovely little story I leave you and your children to it. After viewing it, the
question is begged, who is the 'Lambert' among us? The question is rhetorical as we are ALL
Lambert the LION, enjoy:
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